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THE QUICK & EASY WAY TO SHARP KNIVES
Remove the guess work from sharpening your critical knives and ancillary slicing 

blades.  It's a fact that the risk of injury goes up with do-it-yourself sharpening. Our 
Exchange Program is an easy way to increase employee safety. Call today or visit our 

website for your free trial.  It's as easy as 1-2-3!

Experience the Cozzini Difference

Designed for commercial kitchens, restaurants and 
supermarkets. By signing up for a free trial, you’ll find out 
how easy your life can be! Sharp knives and sharp blades 

will be delivered to you on a regular schedule.

COZZINI'S HERE!
Our Exchange Program

Sign up at: CozziniBros.com/FreeTrial  
or Contact us at: (888) 846-7785 

FREE TRIAL



Cozzini offers sharpening and exchange solutions for all of 
the blades you use in your daily food preparation.  We can 
customize our service by your departments, location or region.

Program Details

Other Sharpening Services

 ✗ A knowledgeable Cozzini representative 
will assist you in creating a cutlery service 
package to meet the needs of your kitchen

 ✗ While one package of knives are in use at 
your location, a second package of knives is 
at the Cozzini facility being sharpened

 ✗ Knife exchange is on a predetermined 
schedule, typically every two weeks

 ✗ Your Cozzini route salesperson will pick 
up your used knives and leave your 
replacement set

 ✗ Your Cozzini route salesperson captures an 
electronic signature to validate the delivery, 
then leaves a receipt

 ✗ Ask your Cozzini route salesperson about 
bundling other critical kitchen services with 
your Cozzini exchange program

 ✗ Slicer Blades

 ✗ Can Opener Blades; 
Cast Iron/ Stainless

 ✗ Grinding Plates/ Knives 

 ✗ Food Processor Blades

 ✗ Food Processor Blades 
(Hobart, Nemco, Robot 
Coupe, etc.)

 ✗ Floral Stem Cutters

(888) 846-7785    sales@cozzinibros.com     www.cozzinibros.com

Cozzini Bros. offers a wide array of products to meet your 
restaurant needs including custom cutting boards, knife 
racks, sharpening steels and other foodservice supplies. 
We can replenish them automatically or you can purchase 
them as needed. 


